
Speaking of genetically modified food, how many people are even aware that over 90% of presently 
approved genetically modified crops are actually modified to produce their own insecticide toxin or 
be resistant to a specific companies brand of herbicide only. What of the fact that pesticide produced 
by the plant by inserting a gene from bacteria is thousands of times more concentrated than would 
normally be the case when externally applied? What of the fact that eating these kinds of herbicides 
is a new development as previously crops treated with them would die and not make it to our dinner 
plates? You can see the approvals here listing the chemical they are tolerant to.
http://www.foodstandards.gov.au/consumerinformation/gmfoods/gmcurrentapplication1030.cfm
Now what if a study found the presence of these chemicals in the bloodstream of mothers and that 
of their unborn babies? See here.
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/site/story/toxin-from-gm-crops-found-in-human-blood/1/137728.html

Those new to the GM food debate might find this a good introduction.
http://www.ofa.org.au/presentations/GMO-Experimentation.ppt

Have a read of the following excerpt from Australian researcher Dr Judy Carmen. Excerpt
from here.  
 http://www.greenpeace.org/raw/content/australia/resources/reports/GE/gefandhumanhealthsafetya
ssessments.pdf
In regard to GM crops:
“Of any novel substance that may be produced, novel proteins are of specific concern.
Proteins have the ability to cross the gut wall into bodily tissues to create toxicological
and other health problems, as evidenced by food intolerances (eg to peanuts), and
variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease associated with eating beef from cattle with bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE).

Other concerns relate to a risk of novel DNA being incorporated into gut bacteria or
crossing the gut into the tissues of the body. Recent, as-yet-to-be-published work by
Professor Hans-Hinrich Kaatz, University of Jena, Germany, has shown that the gene
conferring resistance to glufosinate in GE canola had transferred to some bacteria and
yeast in the gut of bees. A recent study, reported in the Guardian  
(http://www.guardian.co.uk/gmdebate/Story/0,2763,756666,00.html.) on seven people
who had previously had their lower intestine removed and consequently use colostomy
bags, found that “a relatively large proportion of genetically modified DNA survived
the passage through the small bowel” after a meal of a burger containing GM soy and
a milkshake. Furthermore, in three of seven colostomy bag samples, bacteria had
taken-up the herbicide-resistant gene from the GM food at a very low level.

Moreover, results from Schubbert R et al (1997)) indicate that foreign DNA ingested by
mice can reach peripheral leukocytes, spleen and liver via the intestinal wall mucosa
and can be found covalently linked to mouse DNA. Other work by Einspanier et al.(2001) from 
feeding corn to cows and chickens has indicated that short DNA
fragments from plant chloroplasts can be found in the lymphocytes of cows, and
possibly in their milk, while muscle, liver, spleen, and kidney tissues from chickens
were found not only to contain, but to amplify, certain gene fragments. Moreover, the
recent sequencing of the human genome has indicated that perhaps half of our DNA
originally came from bacteria and viruses during our evolution. All of these results
indicate that DNA from outside sources can enter the human body and become
incorporated into human DNA. ”

The PR from the big biotech players is misleading at best but the sheer financial power behind it is 
demonstrated by the fact that it is wielded through government, regulators, media (both public and 
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private), what appear to be neutral NGO's or government departments which are actually PR fronts 
and even from within respected scientific institutions and journals. To understand something of how 
this works, it's helpful to look at the history of public relations in the US.
http://evans-experientialism.freewebspace.com/chomsky03.htm
http://www.openfilm.com/videos/psywar

Heard the one about the need for GM crops to save the world? How pervasive is that message? It's 
taught as though proven fact in schools and universities and yet it's not even true as illustrated by a 
report from the Union of Concerned Scientists in 2009.
http://www.ethicurean.com/2009/04/16/ucs-report
http://www.ucsusa.org/food_and_agriculture/science_and_impacts/science/failure-to-yield.html
http://www.ofa.org.au/papers/Small-Holder-Food-Production.pdf

Similarly, we're told that less pesticides and herbicides are used but this is also misleading.
http://www.grist.org/article/food-2010-10-20-why-monsanto-paying-farmers-to-spray-rival-
herbicides
http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_round_up/625294/revealed_how_seed_market_is_controll
ed_by_monsanto_syngenta_bayer_dow_dupont.html

The argument made by industry that science has handed down its verdict and that those who oppose 
are opposed to science is what will ultimately bring their argument undone. We can only assume 
that they are aware of this too, for why else would they express such vehement opposition to truly 
independent studies? The concerns are elevated more then by the potential and likely miss use of 
this proposed act in the US. http://act.demandprogress.org/sign/protectip_docs

Awareness of the dodgy approval process and the restrictions placed on independent research unless 
peer reviewed by industry and generally unrelated to safety is just starting to break through what 
can only be described as a mainstream media blackout on the issue. See this short article in the LA 
times here http://articles.latimes.com/2011/feb/13/opinion/la-oe-guriansherman-seeds-20110213
and another for ABC America here
http://abcnews.go.com/Business/wireStory?id=12997618
Also here
http://greenbio.checkbiotech.org/news/monsanto_blocks_research_gmo_safety_harasses_scientists

The trend has been that whenever an independent study having been peer reviewed independently, 
gets published and the results are critical of gm safety it gets torn apart, dissected and dismissed by 
by otherwise respected institutions we'd expect to be unbiased, including the worlds regulators with 
a coinciding demonization of the researchers involved. The fact that there's a pattern in this regard 
seems to indicate that it is by design and consistent with the sentiment expressed here:

Their intentions are expressed in an unusually clear way by Dale Adolphe, ex president of the  
Canola Council of Canada and advocate of GM crops: “The total acreage devoted to genetically  
modified crops around the world is expanding. That may be what eventually brings the debate to an  
end. It is a hell of a thing to say that the way we win is don't give the consumer a choice, but that  
might be it.”

from: http://americanwildfoods.com/applications/DocumentLibraryManager/upload/pdf22.pd

Where are the studies which prove GM safety? Regulators like our FSANZ don't do the studies. 
They merely review reports. The studies are done by the same companies which have an interest in 
selling their product and the data demanded of them in regard to safety is insufficient to say the 
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least. Whenever independent scientists manage to wrestle with bureaucracy to get their hands on 
such data, the problems become clear.

In 2009 Gilles-Eric Seralini et al had a paper published entitled  “A Comparison of the Effects of 
Three GM Corn Varieties on Mammalian Health”. The study was based on a reanalysis of 
Monsanto data, part of which was released by a court order since such data upon which regulators 
make their approval decisions is often confidential and unavailable for independent review. The 
study was written off by industry scientists which was then echoed by regulators around the globe.
http://www.ensser.org/support-defense/reassessing-monsantos-data-on-bt-maize-health-
effects/documents-and-context/
Seralini was unfairly harassed and ridiculed and defamed and as such was left with no choice but to 
hit back at the main culprit, The French Association for Plant Biotechnologies, (AFBV). He did so 
with the support of fellow scientists and concerned citizens. If you read no other link, read this letter 
of testimonial support for Seralini then, from Jeffrey Smith here as it articulates many examples of 
other scientists who have been attacked in similar ways globally.
http://www.responsibletechnology.org/scientist-defamation-letter
another example of support is shown here.
http://www.combat-monsanto.co.uk/spip.php?article623
Early this year, the verdict delivered a win for Seralini and independent science in France, giving 
hope to others around the globe. The AFBV was found guilty of slander and charged the symbolic 
sum of  1 euro.
http://www.criigen.org/SiteEn/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=331&Itemid=32
http://www.i-sis.org.uk/victoryForIndependentScience.php
More recently, in April, Seralini has released results from a new review of 19 studies which link 
GM corn and Soy to organ disruption. See here http://www.befoodsmart.com/blog/tag/gilles-eric-
seralini/ or in depth here http://www.enveurope.com/content/23/1/10.

So that's one example. Now consider the following summary of quotes taken from an article in the 
highly respected Journal “Nature”:
http://www.nature.com/news/2009/090902/full/461027a.html

Emma Rosi Marshall, conducted a study, published in proceedings of the national academy of  
sciences (PNAS) oct 9, 2007. Among the conclusions was that twice as many Cadis-flies which fed  
on GM Bt (Bt is an insecticide) Maize pollen died compared to those which fed on a non-Bt variety.
“The response we got - it went through your jugular” she said. Without delay, complaints about the  
paper went through the scientific community.
Apparently, serious harassment follows those who look into safety issues. Harrassment initiated by  
a group of scientists with an organised PR response strategy to deride publications which may be  
critical of GM safety by trying to find flaws in study design and criticising researchers, funding  
sources, publishers and editors along the way.
According to a senior member at the Union of Concerned Scientists, however, Doug Gurian-
Sherman, the method used in Emmas' study "is a widely accepted method, and is generally  
adequate for a preliminary study of possible toxicity"
Arthur Benke, an aquatic ecologist said along the lines that as far as he was concerned, the science  
was fine and he regarded the strong language as inappropriate and that papers like it invite a  
closer look at the issue raised scientifically for which criticism seemed intent on avoiding. Another  
continued that in science, you make a hypothesis, test it, refine it and so on until you get the answer  
and that she didn't understand why this process regarded as the way science is supposed to work,  
was objected to.
Ingacio Chapela, himself criticised for a publication in 2001commented that young researches were  
being deterred from entering the field. A pathology professor from Indiana, Don Huber said "When 
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scientists become afraid to even ask the questions … that's a serious impediment to our progress”
An editor says “Part of what exasperates me is that they have declared themselves to be the experts  
in this field, and forcefully present themselves as the ultimate arbiters of truth,”

Those critical of papers revealing safety concerns say that they are the victims, that the concerns are 
outweighed by the benefits that these technologies may provide in feeding and providing nutrition 
to the developing world and they use the example of golden rice (a gm rice that produces vitiman 
A).  But, what does Sydney peace prize winner, physicist, human rights activist and 
environmentalist, Dr Vandanda Shiva have to say on the topic of golden rice? See here.
http://userwww.sfsu.edu/~rone/GEessays/goldenricehoax.html

Read the story of Australia scientist Judy Carmen attacked by WA agriculture minister Terry 
Redman here. http://www.gmfreecymru.org/news/Press_Notice16Nov2009.htm and then her 
assessment of the approval of gm brinjal eggplant in India.
http://www.gmwatch.org/latest-listing/1-news-items/11932-the-inadequacy-of-gm-brinjal-food-
safety-studies-dr-judy-carman

For two other informative reports on the raw deal for independent scientists and us as a 
consequence, see here: on Omitted Research by Dr Jack Heinemann and Dr Terje Traavik
http://www.biosafety-info.net/file_dir/315324885a5d6ca2f5.pdf and another by Suzan Bardocz
http://www.twnside.org.sg/title2/biosafety/pdf/bio14.pdf

True Science is in crisis. See this by the Institute of Science in Society Londonia House, published 
in the Lancet way back in 2001.
http://www.feb.se/EMFguru/conflicts/lancet3.html

Regulators around the globe are engaged in controversial approvals of GMO's for public 
consumption. In the US, conflicts of interest are clearer than anywhere. Monsanto and the US 
government are indistinguishable. Michael Taylor was initially an attourney for the FDA and 
Monsanto then spent some time employed at the FDA (see here 
http://howtoeliminatepain.com/genetically-modified-foods/michael-taylor-a-former-monsanto-
lawyer-has-been-appointed-by-the-president-to-the-position-of-fda-deputy-commissioner-for-foods-
is-an-industry-fox-in-the-public-henhouse-of-the-fda-and-usda/) which he left to later become vice 
president of public relations at Monsanto only to return to the FDA under Obama as advisor on food 
safety of all things to the FDA commissioner.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/christine-escobar/hes-back-former-vp-at-mon_b_228792.html
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Monsanto-s-Michael-Taylor-by-Linn-Cohen-Cole-090308-
575.html
http://www.organicconsumers.org/articles/article_18866.cfm
So, the States is largely where the global approval pressure is coming from, via the World Trade 
Organisation among other routes. As a result, much of the approvals in other countries are simply 
rubber stamped based on a clearly questionable approval at the FDA.

For a good overall summary of general problems with the worlds regulators, see here. 
http://www.psrast.org/ctsafety.htm

In Canada, Shiv Chopra, a scientist working for the food regulator there, (Health Canada) managed 
to stand his ground for the people on a number of occassions.
Here's a couple of excerpts from Shiv Chopra in regard to a GM hormone rBST given to cows to 
make them produce more milk. From here http://shivchopra.com/?page_id=22
“pressure kept building to pass rBST for both Monsanto and Elanco without having to conduct the 
tests that I requested”
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“Monsanto faced a huge resistance from the U.S. consumers of rBST-induced milk. So much so that 
despite the covert assistance from USFDA Monsanto threatened to sue anybody and everybody that 
wished to label any milk or milk products to be rBST free. It was a bluff that failed to materialize. 
The latest news on this count is that Monsanto has decided to sell the rBST part of its business to its 
archrival Eli Lilly Company for three hundred million dollars. This was the lead company that 
starting in 1997 lobbied hard to get me removed from Health Canada and eventually got their way 
in 2004”
You can read a summary biography of Shiv Chopra here.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/shiv-chopra/food-safety-from-the-us-t_b_560982.html
For another example on Health Canada, see here http://rabble.ca/news/2009/09/why-did-monsantos-
latest-ge-foods-get-free-pass-canada

In Europe, thankfully, more scientists are organising for the purpose of holding to account approvals 
by their regulator. One such organisation in Germany goes by the name of Test Biotech and their 
assessment of the European regulation process in summary form can be seen here which confirms a 
conflict of interests at their regulator.
http://www.testbiotech.de/sites/default/files/EFSA_Playing_Field_of_ILSI.pdf
for another article, see here
http://www.gmwatch.org/latest-listing/1-news-items/2532-efsas-role-in-the-corruption-of-gm-
science-
and an EU judge speaks out here
http://greenbio.checkbiotech.org/news/senior_eu_judge_seeks_tighten_gm_laws
Another summary on Europe here
http://americanwildfoods.com/applications/DocumentLibraryManager/upload/pdf22.pdf

In the process of establishing the Biotechnology Regulatory Authority of India they've been 
attempting to install Laws designed to gag and imprison people for merely speaking out in 
opposition to GMO's which would include independent scientists.
http://www.rss.scidev.net/en/news/furore-over-silencing-clause-in-indian-biotech-bill.html
http://devinder-sharma.blogspot.com/2010/02/gm-contamination-turning-blind-eye-to.html

Finally, for Australia and New Zealand (both regulated by FSANZ) examples of controversial 
approvals are plenty. Different GM crop traits are being stacked in cooperative efforts between 
companies in an attempt to better cope with rapid adaption of pests they were designed to be 
effective against. This is global and compounds toxins. The potential for different effects when 
genetic traits are stacked appears not worthy of concern to the regulators disregarding of the need 
for seperate approval processes for new crops with different gene combinations of previously 
approved modifications. These new varieties getting blanket approvals could have effects not in 
common with the  crops they were derived from, apart from the fact that it is often toxic traits that 
are being stacked.  www.madge.org.au/Docs/MR-100715-Smartstax.pdf
Another assessment by Madeleine Love here.
http://www.gmwatch.org/latest-listing/1-news-items/11849-monsantos-qcorrupt-scienceq-in-gm-
assessment
See in regard to the controversial approval of High Lysine Corn LY038, here
http://www.greens.org.nz/press-releases/government-caves-monsanto
High Lysine corn approved in Australia and New Zealand but questioned by Europe.
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/3020246/Europe-balks-at-GE-corn-in-NZ
Yet another variety of GM corn
http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2004/09/17/1201452.htm
The public Health Association of Australia is on the side of consumers but their influence is limited. 
Their policy on GMOs is defined here
http://www.phaa.net.au/documents/policy/101215_Genetically%20Modified%20Foods
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%20Policy.pdf
Other sites worth a look in http://www.geneethics.org and http://www.iher.org.au

Currently, the last refuge of Australians who want to avoid eating GMO's is to eat only organic 
foods which are grown in Australia. In an Australian Country paper, called “The Land” A recurring 
bias in the articles is the insistence that GM crops are safe to eat and grow because regulators 
around the world have approved them and that any farmer should thus have the right to grow them 
provided he has the required five metre buffer zone around the property regardless of whether 
neighbouring non-gm farmers properties will still be contaminated. It's simply a question of 
property rights for GM farmers, they say and argue that this would not be at the expense of a non-
GM farmers property rights if it were not for the zero tolerance threshold for GM content that 
consumers expect from the NASAA certifier. It's argued that the NASAA should relax it's threshold 
to 0.9% GM content allowable in Organically Labelled foods. For this to even be possible, requires 
that the National Organic Standard, (the AS6000) be  reviewed with respect to it's zero level in the 
same way.

OK, so the main aims the biotech industry hope to get out of this have been stated and if successful 
at achieving them, while it might resolve the likelihood of more farmer disputes, what of consumer 
rights? What of the fact that such a win would ultimately mean the end of significance to the 
understood meaning of “ORGANIC”? We can only assume that organics will then be derided 
making the industry indistinguishable from the mainstream and GMOs near impossible to avoid 
eating. The PR on this has already begun in the form of more biased research. (Tim Marshal of 
Australias peak organic body, the Organic Federation of Australia responds to a study 
commissioned by the British government's Food Standards Agency and published in the American 
Journal of Clinical Nutrition.
http://www.tmorganics.com/component/myblog/Nutritional-value-of-organic-food.html)  
Australian consumers will not accept any level of contamination .
http://www.ofa.org.au/media/WA-GMO-Contamination.pdf

If the corporates get their way, the Organic Industry will likely exist in name alone until we've all 
simply accepted the fate of being nothing more that guinea pigs needing to be rescued by the same 
companies from the ailments they've imposed upon us and our kids. Ailments that will probably be 
attributed to farmers, producers, genetics or other factors in the environment through the media.

Awareness of the masses is the key to preventing such a scenario!

Want more? See here
http://www.responsibletechnology.org/blog/1412
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